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Abstract� In a modern heterogeneous environment� where users use
a variety of devices such as smart phones� PDAs� and laptops� and a
variety of network connections such as Wireless LAN� and GPRS to
connect to the email system� handling of email and attachment messages
and ensuring readability becomes an important management challenge�
In some cases it is necessary to transcode the multimedia attachment
to a format supported by the recipient device� and appropriate for the
connection used� in order to allow the recipients to view the multimedia
attachment� This transcoding could be done at the sender mail server� the
receiver mail server� or at a proxy point in the middle� In addition the
message may be addressed to several recipients in the receiver server�
each may have di�erent preferences and characterizations� This paper
proposes an ecient scheme for handling email messages with multimedia
attachments� We describe an architectural and algorithmic framework
that allows service maximization to the end users �depending on their
devices and connectivity� with minimum cost to the organizations in
terms of storage� transcoding� and communication� We also provide a
simulation study indicating that the proposed scheme is feasible and
results in very ecient solutions�

� Introduction

The increased importance of email in commercial applications� and the increased
popularity of using rich media attachment �les� makes e�cient handling of email
and attachment messages an important challenge� In addition to being the source
for an endless increase in the demand for more storage resources� handling at�
tachment �les requires that the recipient of the message will have the ability to
open the attachment �le format� This problem becomes much more challenging
when considering the modern heterogeneous environment� where users use a va�
riety of devices such as smart phones� PDAs� laptops� and high�end desktops to
connect to the email system� Each of these devices has a di�erent capability in
terms of color and screen resolution� memory� and available CPU� Moreover� the
characterizations of the lines connecting the user to the mail server also vary
in a signi�cant way� A client that uses a PDA device and a GPRS network to
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connect to his email server� may have a limited bandwidth and a considerable
loss on the link� while the same user may have better connectivity when the
PDA is connected via� say� wireless LAN �WLAN	� Handling multimedia at�
tachments e�ciently in such a heterogeneous environment presents signi�cant
management challenges� This paper deals with an e�cient scheme for handling
email messages with multimedia attachments in today
s heterogeneous environ�
ments� Clients are usually connecting to their email server using the popular
IMAP �� or PoP� �� protocols� These protocols use the Multipurpose Internet
Mail Extensions �MIME	 �� that support various attachment encoding meth�
ods� Email messages between mail servers across the Internet are mostly carried
by the Simple Mail Transfer Protocol �SMTP	 ��� The objective of the SMTP
is to transfer mail reliably and e�ciently between mail servers� it is independent
of a particular transmission subsystem and is capable of relaying mail over sev�
eral transport services in a Wide Area Network �WAN	� It runs between e�mail
servers where the sender establishes a two�way transmission channel to a receiver
that may be either the ultimate or an intermediate destination�

Consider a typical scenario in which a user wants to send an email message
with a multimedia attachment to another user� or more generally to a set of
users� These users may be connected to the same mail server� or they may be
using di�erent mail servers� Each of the recipients has its own preferences in
term of the end device he uses �PDA or smart phone	� and its connectivity
characteristics �wireless� wire line	� Thus� in order for the recipients to view the
attachment� it may be necessary to transcode the attached �le into a di�erent
media format �or in some case several di�erent formats	� This transcoding could
be done at the sender mail server� the receiver mail server� or at a proxy point
in the middle� Each of the receiving mail servers� can then decide how to store
the attached �le and in which format� This decision has a critical impact both
on the storage capability of the server� and on the ability to stream the media
to the client when the end user opens his mail message and wants to view the
attached multimedia content�

In this paper we concentrate on the connection between two SMTP servers�
that is� we focus on the case where an email message containing a multimedia
attachment is sent from one mail server to another mail server� The message may
be addressed to several recipients in the receiver server� each may have di�erent
preferences and characterizations as described above� Our goal is to describe an
architectural and algorithmic framework that allows an e�cient handling of the
multimedia attachments� in a way that allows service maximization to the end
users �depending on their devices and connectivity	 with minimum cost to the
organizations in terms of storage� transcoding� and communication�

The �rst step toward achieving this goal is to allow mail servers to exchange
information regarding users
 preference and storage limitations�This information
can then be used by the sender mail server in order to decide how to handle the
multimedia attachment�

The cost of sending a message with a multimedia attachment is combined of
three components� The transcoding cost re�ects the computation resources used



to perform �le format transcoding� The communication cost re�ects the use
of network resources in order to send the information� Note that since di�erent
multimedia formats have di�erent sizes� this cost may vary when the transcoding
location changes from the sender mail server to the receiver mail server� The
third component of the cost is the storage cost� In this paper we assume that
the receiving mail server decides what multimedia formats are wanted� and this
decision takes into account both the preference of the recipients� as well as storage
constraints� Thus� the storage cost is not part of the algorithmic scheme but
rather a part of the input�

There are few possible options to transfer the message� the format transcod�
ing may be done at the sender server� or the multimedia attachment may be
sent as is to the receiver server to be transcoded there� In addition� more than
one format can be sent� In this paper we develop an algorithmic scheme that
uses the information retrieved via the Capability Exchange phase in order to
optimize the cost of the multimedia attachment sending process�

� Related Work

The problem of e�cient transcoding was addressed recently by several research
papers ���� ��� ��� and ��	� In �� software and algorithmic optimizations for a
real time MPEG�� to MPEG�� video transcoder is presented� This optimization
results in a reduction of over ��� in the MPEG�� transcoding time� The varia�
tion of the transcoding cost is also mentioned in �� and ��� In these papers the
authors suggest to allow a caching proxy to perform the transcoding process�
Variants of a video object can be delivered by transcoding the cached content
to the appropriate format� instead of accessing it at the content origin� By this�
heterogeneous clients with various network conditions� receive videos that are
suited for their capabilities� as content adaptation can easily be done at the
network edges� Another work �� presents a complexity�quality analysis of vari�
ous transcoding architectures for reduced spatial resolution� whereas to enable
broadcast�quality video streams to be decoded and displayed on mobile devices�
transcoding from MPEG�� MP�ML to MPEG�� Simple Pro�le is needed� This
conversion implies a reduction in bit�rate from approximately �Mbps to ���kbps
and lower� as well as a reduction in spatial resolution from ���x��� interlace to
���x��� progressive�

The demand for multimedia information is increasing beyond the capabili�
ties of a single storage device and may lead to the necessity of a new storage
architecture ���� transcoding proxies �� or server replications ���� There are
storage prototypes designed to address the real�time demands of digital video
and audio� ��� presents a scalable storage architecture based on the replication
of high performance storage instances� employing load balancing techniques of
static �le replication �whereas each server instance holds a copy of all other server
instances
 �les and has a pre�allocated number of clients	 and network striping
�whereas the multimedia �le is distributed over a number of cooperating server



instances in a highly capable network	 to minimize the load on individual servers
and interconnecting networks�

However all of the work mentioned above deals with real�time streaming and
do not consider our problem of o��line transcoding cost of multimedia attach�
ments�

� Architecture

The SMTP protocol was de�ned in ���� �� and was initially designed to deliver
short text messages coded in American ASCII characters� During the last ��
years several extensions such as DSN �Delivery Status Noti�cations	 ���� and
DRN �Delivery Report Noti�cations	 ��� were added� When email messages
contained only American ASCII characters the readability of the messages was
���� i�e� every successfully delivered message could be correctly read by the
recipient� However� once users started sending messages coded in other character
sets� and using attachment �les� the readability of the message could not be
assured any more� DSN and DRN give an indication of successful delivery of the
message and a noti�cation that the message was opened by the recipient� but
there is no guaranty that the message could also be successfully read� In fact� the
current heterogeneous environment� where mail clients can be located at di�erent
devices supported by various operating systems� creates a situation where in
many cases the attached �le format is not supported and cannot be opened by
the mail recipient� The increasing use of rich�media attachments exacerbates this
message readability problem� Therefore� there is a need to upgrade the protocol
and model used� so that not only delivery but also readability is ensured� A �rst
step in this direction is to allow the sender mail server to query the recipient
mail server regarding the recipient capability or restriction before sending the
message� In this way recipients can report for example� maximal attachment
size accepted and di�erent media format supported� The sender mail server can
then either adjust the outgoing message according to the new information or
notify the actual sender and ask for an appropriate format� This will be done
using minimal storage and communication resources� as the large �unreadable	
attachment is not sent�

In the current architecture� mail is sent using the SMTP protocol from the
client to the outgoing mail server� The mail may contain an attachment �le and
the encoding is done using the Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions �MIME	
�� format� The outgoing mail server then sends the message to the receiver mail
server� This is done by establishing a two�way transmission channel between
the sender and a receiver that may be either the ultimate or an intermediate
destination� In most cases the current practice is to establish such a channel
to the ultimate destination� i�e� the recipient mail server� The message is then
accepted by the mail server� and the recipient client can access it via the popular
IMAP �� or PoP� �� protocols�

In our architecture we add an initial phase that allows the sender mail server
to retrieve information regarding the capabilities of the recipient in terms of size



and supported format� This phase is termed Capability Discovery� and can be
implemented within the SMTP protocol framework using a well de�ned text or
XML messages�

When an email message is sent to a distribution list� the Capability Dis�
covery information exchange becomes more challenging� because some of the
information needed such as storage limits or supported format may be di�er�
ent for di�erent members of the list and since individual information regarding
members of the list cannot be exposed� When using multimedia attachments�
and when transcoding at the mail servers is feasible� the information retrieved
in the Capability Discovery phase can be used in order to decide the best for�
mat of this attachment� If the recipient list contains more than one receiver at
the target mail server� then more than one format can be sent� Thus� in order
to establish an e�cient system� one needs to decide what are the best formats�
and where to do the transcoding �at the sender or receiver server	� We address
this question in Section �� However� in order to deploy the Capability Discovery
phase� one needs to agree on a set of agreed parameters� In particular we need
to de�ne a set of pro�les and formats that can be used� An example for such
pro�les for MPEG�� can be found in Figure ��

Fig� �� Example of MPEG�� Di�erent Pro�le and levels

� The Multimedia Attachments Problem

In this section we study the algorithmic aspects of our problem� We consider an
outgoing mail server that has an email message with a multimedia attachment
in a given format� and a list of receivers at another mail server� As explained in
Section �� we assume that capability discovery is possible and the outgoing mail
server can exchange relevant information with the receiving mail server� We also
assume� as described above� that transcoding is possible in both mail servers� In



the general case the attachment �le is needed in several formats at the receiver�
thus one needs to decide what transcoding is needed and where to perform the
transcoding � i�e�� at which mail server � sender or receiver	� Once such a decision
is made� the format of the multimedia attachment that is sent over the network
is also decided� Note that in some cases� when the message is sent to a list of
users with di�erent preferences� more than one copy of the message� each with
a di�erent attachment format� may be sent from the sender mail server to the
receiver mail server�

Our goal is to make the most e�cient decision that is the one that requires
minimum resources� Note that there are two di�erent resource types we consider
here� One is the CPU and time needed for the transcoding� The second resource
we consider is the communication cost which depends on the amount of infor�
mation �bits	 we send over the network� A third resource type� which may be
critical in this context� is the storage ability at the receiving server� However� in
our framework this aspect is covered in the Capability Discovery protocol� and
is part of the receiving server decision to determine what formats are needed�
Note that comparing CPU utilization at the servers and communication over
the network is hard and thus we need to de�ne a cost for each of the operations�
and try to �nd the minimal solution� i�e�� the one with the minimal cost�

The �rst input to the algorithm is thus� the format of the multimedia attach�
ment at the sender� and the requested format�s	 at the receiver� As explained
in the previous section� there could be many requested formats� and thus we
assume a small number of relevant agreed formats� for examples the formats
described in the tables of the previous section�

The second part of the input is the ability of the di�erent servers to per�
form transcoding� and the relative cost of such a transcoding between two given
formats in each server� The transcoding capability and the transcoding time de�
pends on the hardware capabilities and the software in use� and the di�erence
may be signi�cant as described for example in ��� �� �� We present this informa�
tion for each server by a transcoding graph� In this graph every node represents a
multimedia �le format� and a link �directed edge	 between format A and format
B represents the ability of the server to perform transcoding between these for�
mats� Each such link is associated with a cost� this cost represents the resources
needed for that transcoding in terms of time and CPU� An example for such a
graph is presented in the top part of Figure �a� This �gure shows two graphs
that represent the source format in the vertexes upper level and the destination
formats as �target vertexes� in the lower level� Note that for our problem we get
two graphs� one for the sending server and one for the receiving server�

The third part of the input information represents the communication cost�
For each relevant multimedia format we need to de�ne the cost associated with
sending an attachment in this format between the two mail servers� This is repre�
sented in our model by a link connecting the node representing the format in one
server �sender	� with the node representing the same format in the second server
�receiver	� The cost of the link is the communication cost of the speci�c format�
Since di�erent formats have di�erent sizes� the communication cost between the



Fig� �� Transcoding graph example

same sender and receiver varies according to the di�erent formats� The required
output is a list of transcoding needed to be performed in each of the servers�
and a list of the di�erent formats that are needed to be sent from the sender
to the receiver server� We want� of course� to choose the output that induces
minimal cost �i�e�� minimal resource utilization	� We formulate the Multimedia
Attachment Problem in the following way�

De�nition �� Given a set of formats V � two weighted graphs GS � �V�ES	�
GR � �V�ER	� where ES�v�� v�	 �ER�v�� v�	� represents the cost at the sender
�receiver� for transcoding format v� to format v�� a sender format vS � a set of
required receiving formats vr� � � � � � vrl � and communication cost C�vi	 represent�
ing the cost to send format vi� �nd the minimal tree� rooted at vS in Gs� and
connecting all vri in GR�

The problem as de�ned above is an instance of the minimal Steiner tree prob�
lem ���� and is NP�Complete� Thus� an algorithm that �nds an optimal solution
with a polynomial time complexity is unlikely to exist� One can thus take one
of the following two approaches� The �rst approach is to use heuristics methods
or proven approximation algorithms� These algorithms will �nd in polynomial
time a solution to the Multimedia Attachment Problem� however� the solution
may be sub�optimal in terms of cost� That is� if we have an R�approximation
algorithm� it can �nd a solution with cost up to R times larger than the optimal
solution�

The second approach is to try to �nd the optimal solution to the problem in
hand� In this case we will be able to complete the task only if the input graph is
small� The exact meaning of �small
 here depends on the structure of the graph�
and the actual values of the costs� We discuss several running examples in the
next section� Since most practical cases are small� we chose at this point to try to
�nd the optimal solution using the A�Star algorithm ���� This is a general search
algorithmwhich uses a heuristic function in order to create a �minimal weighted
path tree�� However� a good choice of the heuristic function can guarantee that
the best �i�e� the lightest	 tree will be found eventually� Thus� the appropriate



way to use this algorithm in this case is to run it for a limited amount of time� and
if the optimal solution was not found during this time� to run an approximation
algorithm and get a sub�optimal solution� In all examples we present in the next
section the optimal solution was found by the A�star algorithm�

A good way to describe the algorithm is the following� At each step we have
a list of �open trees
� and a list of �closed trees
� All trees contain the root node
�i�e� the sender format	� The trees are ordered by their overall weight � the sum
of the links weights� At each step we chose the �rst �i�e� lighter	 tree in the open
list� If it covers all the target nodes �i�e� all needed formats at the receiver	�
then we �nish and output this tree� Otherwise� we move the tree to the �closed
trees
 and add all the trees that can be created by adding one node to this tree�
to the �open trees
 list� One can prove that this usage of the A�star algorithm
guarantees �nding the best solution� However� as explained above� in some cases
the number of possible trees may be exponential� and the running time of the
pure A�star algorithm may be infeasible� We implemented the above algorithm�
where XML is used to describe and present the input graphs� The de�nition of
an XML based notation helps to specify the dependencies and costs of all the
components in our network in a similar way to the use of XML in ����

� Simulation Study

In order to demonstrate the bene�t of our purposed architecture and algorith�
mic solution we present several realistic scenarios to study the various possible
solutions for the multimedia attachment problem� We start with a very simple
example� In this example the sender wants to send an email attachment that
contains a ���Mbit MPEG�� video clip �duration of �� seconds� �Mbps with a
resolution of ���X��� �Format�		� The destination is a single user in the receiver
server� which needs the attachment in �� frames per second MPEG�� format with
a resolution of ���X��� �Format�	� The size of the attachment needed by the
destination is about ��Mbit��

We evaluated the costs in terms of seconds for the process of transmission and
transcoding to the needed format� We tested the transcoding process with and
without our algorithm� over various bit rates� In our simulation we used �����
seconds as the transcoding time at the server� and ���� seconds as the transcoding
time at the receiver� Such a transcoding was performed in �� using a Pentium �
Dell workstation with ��� GHz processor� ���MB memory and running Windows
����� with and without MMX optimization software� The transmission time of
the MPEG�� format �le and the MPEG�� format �le is derived from the �le size
that is approximately ���Mb for the MPEG�� format and approximately ��Mbit
for the MPEG�� format� In Figure ��a	 we show the cost in terms of time for
sending and transcoding the Format� �le from node A to Format� �le at node
B� when each of the options is used� while in Figure ��b	 we show our solution
for the needed format when transcoding is done in the most e�cient way� We see

� These values are only similar to the values depicted in the tables of the previous
section� This is done since we are using real measurements reported in ����



that each of the transmission routes is not optimal� while our solution chooses
to switch between them in order to �nd the optimal solution�
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Efficient Transcoding

Fig� �� The cost of multimedia transmission

Fig� �� A Communication Link with a variable cost

Suppose that the cost of the communication line is a function of more factors
than the bandwidth� Maintaining a satellite communication link or using cellular
communication may cost much more� In our second simulation we checked the
problem described in �gure �b� but with a variable cost of the communication
link� Figure � depicts two areas� The �rst area �marked by x	 presents the range
where a decision to transmit the multimedia �le and afterwards to transcode it
is taken and the second one �marked by �	 presents the range where a decision
to transcode the multimedia �le and afterwards to transmit it is taken� Both
areas present the most optimal way to handle the multimedia attachment� Next
we consider a somewhat more complex example� In this case the same sender
is sending again the same format �Format�	 but this time there are two users



in the receiver server� whereas one of them needs the multimedia attachment in
Format�� and the other in Format�� The sender server and the receiver server are
connected in a ��Mbps communication link� Figure � presents this example� In

Fig� �� When two formats are needed at the receiver server

this case there are two options� a	 The sender server transcodes the multimedia
attachment and sends a copy in Format� and another copy in Format� to the
destination server� and b	 The sender server sends an attachment in Format�
to the receiver server and the receiver server saves one copy in Format�� and
a transcoded copy in Format�� Figure �a depicts both options as a function of
the transcoding time of the receiver server� We see that when the �rst option
is executed and the source transcoding time is constant� the time it takes to
transmit the multimedia attachment remains constant� When the second option
is done� the time it takes to transmit the multimedia attachment is a linear
function that depends on the receiving server transcoding time� Figure �b depicts
our solution which optimizes each of the options presented in Figure �a� We see
that as the transcoding process in the sender server increases� our proposed
solution requires that the transcoding process will be at the destination server�
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Fig� �� A variable transcoding time of the receiver server with and without our solution

Figure �a presents a much more complicated problem� where the source has
an AVI format and needs to transmit it to a destination server� where � formats



Fig� 	� A complex example

are needed� MPEG��� MPEG�� and AVI� The solution produced by our simulator
shows that the most optimal way is as shown by the wide arrows on Figure �b�
Note that this is indeed the optimal solution which indicates that our algorithmic
solution can handle rather complex input�

� Conclusions

In this paper we addressed the problem of e�cient management of email mes�
sages containing multimedia attachments� We identi�ed the need for capacity
exchange between the mail servers� and presented an e�cient algorithmic solu�
tion� This framework allows a mail server to decide how to handle multimedia
attachment �les� if and where to perform transcoding� and to what format� How�
ever� the results presented here are only a �rst step and very many interesting
problems are left open� A basic problem is the generalization of the algorithm to
multiple receiving servers� A more complex problem is related to proxy servers�
In many cases it will be more e�cient to store the multimedia attachments at
separate servers that might be collocated with the mail servers� or located else�
where in the network� In such a case� the multimedia attachment can be replaced
by a link to the data in the appropriate media storage and streaming server� as
done in Corsoft Aileron �url� http�  www�corsoft�com	� In this case the problem
of �nding the appropriate multimedia format and the optimal location for the
attachment �les becomes much more interesting and complicated� Finding good
algorithms for the more general problem is a very challenging topic for future
research� One has also to take into account economic considerations such as who
pays for the mail �sender or receiver	 and what is the business model of the
transcoding services�
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